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The Arabic word hadith [H] (pl. ahadith) is very similar to Sunnah [S], but not identical. A hadith is a narration
about the life of the Prophet (saas) or what he approved - as opposed to his life itself, which is the Sunnah as
already mentioned.
In M. M. Azami's Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, the following precise definition of a hadith is
given,
According to Muhaddithiin [scholars of hadith -ed.] it stands for 'what was transmitted on the authority of the
Prophet, his deeds, sayings, tacit approval, or description of his sifaat (features) meaning his physical appearance.
However, physical appearance of the Prophet is not included in the definition used by the jurists.'
Thus hadith literature means the literature which consists of the narrations of the life of the Prophet and the things
approved by him. However, the term was used sometimes in much broader sense to cover the narrations about the
Companions [of the Prophet -ed.] and Successors [to the Companions -ed.] as well.

Islamic Books
Books explaining the Qu'ran
[S] Sunnah
[H] Hadith
The Qur’an contains teachings that Muhammad believed he had received directly from Allah.
But some of the moer idiosyncratic cultural rules are actually in the (Hadith [H] and Sunnah [S]
below) collections of the sayings (ahadith) and examples (sunnahs) of Muhammad. The Hadith
expound Muhammad’s crucial, everlasting commandments. Pg 95. These two were written by
Islamic scholars elucidating the Qu'ran. Mohammed was illiterate.
There was an expert speaker explaining the Muslim, He was soft-soaping the crowd saying
Muslims were peace-loving citizens. but there was one who knew he was lying and questioned
him directly, “Is Allah the same god as Jehovah? The gentleman looked at the speaker, and then
the crowd, and said, ‘no of course not.’” Pg 104.
In Shi'a Islam, the word "Sunnah" means the deeds, sayings and approvals of Muhammad and
the twelve Imams who Shi'a (The followers of Shia Islam are called Shi'as but the terms Shiites
or Shi'ites are common Anglicisations. "Shia" is the short form of the historic phrase) Muslims
believe were chosen by Muhammad to lead the Ummah—the world Muslim community.
In the context of biographical records of Muhammad, Sunnah indeed often stands synonymous to
Hadith as most of the personality traits of Muhammad are known through descriptions about
him, his sayings and his actions, after becoming a prophet at the age of forty.
Peter Freedman, KMJ, Jim Franklin’s guest, 8/28/10, shares:
Qur’an 114 chapters of random thoughts. Islam states the Qur’an was delivered to Mohammad
by the angel Gabriel. 114 chapters of random thoughts.
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Hadith: questions and answers of the Qur’ran.
Surrah: chapters
Jihad:
1. Inner struggle, an inward submission to Allah
2. Outward, must convert all peoples to Islam
Three Meanings:
•
•
•

Land of Islam all homogenous.
Land of hostility towards Islam.
Muslims must convert all to Islam. Muslims must not negotiate. Only one way.

That way is Islam. All peoples must come to Allah. People have 3 choices:
1.
2.
3.

Convert to Islam
Live as an inferior paying tribute to Islam
Die

Sharia: Code of Ethics

End of Peter Freedman

“Unveiling Islam” by Caner and Canewr
Page Surah (chapter)
36

47

S 3:157;

Title

And if you (Muslim) are slain or die in the way of Allah, forgiveness and mercy from Allah
are far better than all they could amas.

S 9.28

[To Jews and Christians] O you who believe! the 1idolaters are nothing but unclean, so they
shall not approach the Sacred Mosque after this year; and if you fear poverty then Allah will
enrich you out of His grace if He please; surely Allah is Knowing Wise.

S 9:29;

“Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor hold that forbidden which has
been forbidden by Allah and his messenger, from among the People of the* Book [Jews and
Christians], until they pay compensation with willing submission, and feel themselves
subdued.

S 9.32

Those who believe, then disbelieve, then again believe, then disbelieve and then increase
in disbelief, Allah will never forgive them nor will He guide them to the right way.

C. Phillipe, M.Div., Visalia, Ca., August 2010
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S 98:6;

Those who disbelieve, among the People of the Book and among the Polytheists, will be in
hell fire, to dwell therein [for aye]. They are the worst creatures

48

S 216-17

Fighting is prescribed upon you, and you dislike it. But is possible that you dislike a thing
which is good for you, and that you love a thing which is bad for you. But Allah knows and
you know not…Tumult and oppression are than slaughter. Nor will they cease fighting you
until they turn you back from your faith if they can.

49

S 9:5;

But when the forbidden months are past, then fight and slay the pagans wherever you find
them, and seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in wait for them, in every stratagem of war.

S 4:89

Seize them and slay them wherever you find them: and in any case take no friends or
helpers from their ranks.”
Note: Pg 49, The Hadith [see above for definition] explains that no Muslim who kills an
infidel deserves death.

55

S 5:33;

56 Polygamous
Prophet

Punishment of those who wage war against Allah or his messenger, and strive with might and
main for mischief through the land is: execution, or crucifixion, or the cutting off of hands,
and feet from opposite sides, or exile from the land: That is their disgrace in this world, and a
heavy punishment is theirs in the Hereafter.
Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has given the one more
than the other, and because they support them from their means. Therefore the righteous
women are devoutly obedient, and guard in [the husband’s] absence what Allah would have
them guard. As to those women on whose part you fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish
them [first], [next] refuse to share their beds, [and last] beat them. (Surah 4:34).

57

The Qur’ran says explicitly that a man may take more than one wife.

64 S 9:5;

Fight and slay pagans wherever you find them.

82

Note: The Qur’ran was written about six centuries ago. Authority! According to orthodox Islamic
scholarship, the Qur’ran was compiled in the years 646-50 from materials written by Muhammad
before his death in 632. The Arabic word Qur’an is derived from the root qura’a, which means “to
read or recite.” The angel Gabriel (note from Chet, not God’s Gabriel). thrice commanded “read”
and “recite” when he confronted Muhammad in July 610 in the Hira cave, three miles northeast of
Mecca.
According to Islam the Qur’an is the final revelation form Allah. In Arabic the Qur’an is also
referred to as Al-Kitab (the book)), Al-furkan (the distinction), and Al-dikhr (the
warning).Christians sometimes assume that the Qur’an is as large as the Bible, yet the book
consists of 114 chapters (surahs), 6,616 verses (ays), 77,943 words, and 338,606 Arabic letters.
According to Islamic scholars, eighty six surahs were revealed in Mecca, while twenty eight were
revealed at Medina. In contrast, the Bible has 1,189 chapters, about three times as long.
S - Surrah
H - Hadith

85

109

Note: Muhammad himself told his wife Khadija that he feared he was possessed by demons and
wondered whether others might consider possessed…Mohammed could neither read nor write…
He fell into one of his unpredicted trances…A number of “different” qur’an’s were written and all
were destroyed but the current one…The Qur’an identifies itself as the final, infallible witness of
Allah, portrays the Bible as unfilled.
More names like Al-jabbar
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112

More than 500 names of Allah

127

Bush honors Ramadan with Muslims who offered a prayer to Allah with Bush present. A Muslim
would never celebrate Christmas.

128

Breaking a fast day for Ramadan is no forgiveness available from Allah. This sin is irreversible.

129

Muslim pilgrims offer an animal sacrifice in remembrance of the ram offered in place of
“Ishmael” not Isaac.

133

S 59:23 Al-jabbar is the omnipotent – his power cannot be resisted. Or one who sets right or fixes.

138

S33:59 According to Islam, a woman by nature is unclean.
S4:34

If Muslim women are “disloyal,’ admonish them refuse your bed to them or beat them.

139

S7:62.77 Rights of the woman: to be fed when he eats, clothe her when he dresses, avoid disfiguring her or
beating her excessively or abandoning her except at home.

140

Those who regularly abuse their wives are more faithful to the Qur’ran than those who would
rationalize it away. When a woman is honored in an Islamic home, it is in spite of the teachings of
Mohammed.
H7:30.33 Women cannot wear false hair. They receive Allah’s curse.

146

S 10:54 No changes can be in the words of Allah as he is supreme triumph (he states).

146

What we say against Allah is corrupted.

155

Abraham believed in Allah not the Trinity

155
S 3:56
sacrificed)

Ishmael was sacrificed not Isaac, therefore he the chosen son, 1st born (Isaac was never
159

164

Never died, in hiding ----- Imam Al-mahdi – is coming back

Shi’ites to the 12th generation which is the 12 imam, did not die, taken by Allah to heave or he is
hiding on earth. Shi’ites believe he will return to the earth to be the Mahdi, and the messianic
figure. [false Christ sits in Temple?]

The Bible affirms there is only One God:
Deuteronomy 4:35;

“To you it was shown that you might know that the Lord, He is
God, there is no other besides Him.” NASB

Deuteronomy 7:9;

“You should know that the Lord your God, He is the only God; the
faithful God, keeping His covenant and showing loving kindness to
a thousand generations of those who love Him, and are obedient to
His orders.” The Berkeley Version

Zechariah 12:9

And in that day I will set about to destroy all the nations that come
against Jerusalem. NASB
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Zechariah 14: 12

Now this will be the plague with which the Lord will strike all the
peoples who have gone to war against Jerusalem; their flesh will
rot while they stand on their feet, and their eyes will rot in their
sockets, and their tongue will rot in their mouth. NASB

Joel 2:27

Thus you will know that I am in the midst of Israel, and that I am
the Lord your God, and there is no other; and My people will never
be put to shame. NASB

Mohammed clearly viewed followers of Moses and of Christ as children of Satan, not
separated brethren…about Abraham (surah 3:66), the Qur’an states emphatically,
“Abraham was not a Jew or a Christian, but he was an upright man, a Muslim; and he was
not one of the polytheists.” Pg 105.1 (all above material).

More following ↓
Lying in Islam
By Abdullah Al Araby
Like most religions, Islam in general, forbids lying. The Quran says,
"Truly Allah guides not one who transgresses and lies." Surah 40:28. In the
Hadith, Mohammed was also quoted as saying, "Be honest because
honesty leads to goodness, and goodness leads to Paradise. Beware of
falsehood because it leads to immorality, and immorality leads to Hell."
Lying. However, unlike most religions, within Islam there are certain
provisions under which lying is not simply tolerated, but actually
encouraged. The book "The spirit of Islam," by the Muslim scholar, Afif A.
Tabbarah was written to promote Islam. On page 247, Tabbarah stated:
"Lying is not always bad, to be sure; there are times when telling a lie is
more profitable and better for the general welfare, and for the settlement of
conciliation among people, than telling the truth. To this effect, the Prophet
says: 'He is not a false person who (through lies) settles conciliation among
people, supports good or says what is good."
1

Ergun Mehmet Caner, Emir Fethki Caner, Unveiling Islam, (Kregel Publications, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 2002).
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